
CHRISTL MUDRAK

My particular interest is dedicated to those spaces that appear to exude energy and activity. These works let 
visitors experience something that influences them physically and psychologically. Their purpose is to interact 
with the customer and to charge them.
With my spacious pictorial installations, I attempt to test the viewer‘s perceptive capabilities. They cover an 
entire room in a single color, with a spiral or a layer of fluorescent color spanning the room‘s entirety. I see this 
work as an active part of communication with the visitor. A place that envelops you completely, like a cocoon, 
and gives you the feeling of being inside of an object.
The aim of my work is to evoke a feeling of unity with the experience, to move the observer emotionally, 
physically and psychologically. The viewer experiences something immediate through this lack of distance, a 
provoking experience of presence. The rooms themselves provide no solution in terms of direction; the visitor 
can only find it within himself.
Questions of perception are voiced, an inner discourse about the relationship between the viewer‘s attention and 
participation and a resulting inner interpretation of the locality set in. The preexisting notion of the space-time 
continuum is deconstructed. Alternating perspectives and reference points are created by overlapping graphic 
structures and spatial adjustments, which can lead to the observer experiencing feelings of disorientation, 
overcrowding and deliriousness.
The procedure I follow shares parallels with an archaic ritual, where an action is performed with automated 
(almost dazed) and obsessive repetitions over an extended period of time. The optical interaction of signs, 
patterned lines and spirals, which add to the confusion, are reminiscent of tribal art forms (compare to rock 
and cave paintings), which were a result of originally ritual actions.



LEINWANDRAUM
A canvas room as a space for reflecting the work of an artist  

For LeInWAndrAuM all six walls of the studio are draped with canvas, thereby creating a 1:1 replica of the 
work space. For a few months, or maybe longer, this room will serve as a portable studio environment. The 
room can be viewed as a whole, as separate parts or as an individual surface. All surfaces of this practical 
structure are made of sturdy canvas. The sides of this room are made of long industrial zippers, allowing for 
quick assembly and disassembly of the room. The canvas room will receive a white primer. The intention is to 
make this workspace an all-white cube again, after the previous studio project PAInTIng InsIde A PAInTIng. 
The doors and windows are left out, making the canvas room a fully functional space within the studio.
stepping into the empty studio, you already find traces of creative work - fascinating and revealing in themselves 
- on all six surfaces of the canvas room. The process of artistic creation behind the finished works is laid bare. 
You see it in the streaks of color painted or sprayed over the outlines of a painting that once hung on the wall. 
You see footprints and marks on the freshly painted floor. splashes of paint and primer on the floor, covered 
all over with small and large sprinkles. remnants of handiwork, such as hammering, sawing and of driving 
nails into the wall. even spatters of paint on the ceiling or the dried edges of a spilled paint bucket and mucky 
water on the floor.
From a forensic perspective, all of these traces are evidence for the creation and development of works of art, 
which leave the workspace as soon as someone determines that they are „complete.“ What remains is a space 
that keeps a record of the prerequisites required to produce intellectual commodities.

LEINWANDRAUM

december 2011 - december 
2012, canvas space, studio 
experiment, Prenzlauer 
Promenade 149-151, Berlin

material and dimension:
canvas, zip fastener, primer
size 7 x 5 x 3 m



IN THE END I DECIDED FOR A STRAIGHT STORY 

The piece is about the process of understanding the politics and structures of creating a concept for a group 
exhibiton and to learn about observing all our thoughts and about decision making.
reflection reflecting itself. To listen carefully to be no longer used in the future!
In the end I was satisfied with my piece, but in fight with some of the artists of the show. Three other invited 
artists left this project. I have began from the scratch lying in my bed in the show where I slept during the 
installation, making up my mind and thereby changing the original concept for my exhibition contribution. An 
art work that reflects reality and its guiding concepts and faculties.

IN THE END I DECIDED 
FOR A STRAIGHT STORY

november 2011, installation
group exhibition reflection- 
factory, Kunstarkaden, Munich

material:
bubble wrap, packing 
blankets, quilt, pillow, 
bedspread, spiral painted 
plastic foil, story based on 
email conversations, structured 
in 14 messages on A4 sheets



HAUS VERTIGO

In the workshop all the rooms of a large commercial building in ulm have been painted with expansive spirals 
and ellipses on the entire surface of the interior spaces to create a vibrant, dynamic spatial experience. Applied 
with a brush and paint, immersive spirals irritate the sense of space and balance. space as a tangible shape, 
orientation granted disappears. By the visual perception a physical reaction is triggered, which inevitably 
affects the emotional state.
The experiences and feelings while working are daily documented by the workshop participants. After 
completion of the collaborative painting the house was opened to the public. All visitors were invited to test the 
feeling of space there and to fill out a questionnaire about their experiences.

HAUS VERTIGO

July 2011, installation 
workshop: 19 - 23 July 
Frauenstrasse 1, ulm
42 participants, students, 
teacher and assistants 
organization: H. Bochnig, 
kontiki, vhulm
open: 23 and 24 July
ca 500 visitors and 248 
completed questionnaires

material and dimension:
dispersion and acrylic paint
around 1000 sq.m exhibition 
space



EL CAIDERO

January 2011, floorplan 
transmission according to 
the site measuring of the 
cave apartment with 4 rooms 
carved manually, site specific 
painting, Artenara stone house 
project I, cave residence 
el Caidero, Las Cuevas, 
Artenara, gran Canaria, 
spain

material and dimension:
black acrylic paint, blue 
pigmented, chalk line,  
surveying instruments
year of construction 1915, 
transfer surface ca 220 sq.m 
located on the mountain

EL CAIDERO

I had the chance to spend some nights at the el Caidero mountain cave residence (built around 1915 and 
named after the nearby waterfall) in the Las Cuevas cave region, not far from the mountain village of Artenara 
(altitude: 1260 m) on the island of gran Canaria.
The Las Cuevas cave residences are designed as simple accommodations, which can be driven further into 
the rock if required. With plenty of physical labor and few building materials, the local mountain farmers 
were able to create a place for themselves and their animals. The thick rock face maintains a constant room 
temperature between 20 and 22°C from summer to winter.
I performed some measurements in order to better understand the structure of the cave. My cot was 8.50 m 
deep inside the cave; I traced a perpendicular line and marked it on top of the rock. I was always interested in 
seeing where the rock face and the caves would be located as seen from the mountain top. After transferring 
the ground plan of the cave, I marked the outlines of the living quarters and the vectors of movement within 
the room using paint and a brush. I painted a growing spiral onto the rock, which extends across the section 
of the mountain insulated with cement and rocks.



SPICY MEISSEN

november 2010, installation
Hol, Hús og Bæn, fellows 
exhibition, Kunststiftung 
Baden-Württemberg, 
gerokstrasse 35, stuttgart
 
material and dimension:
dispersion, acrylic and enamel 
on paper and carpets,
2 canvases, cactuses and 
mattress
2 rooms, ca 75 sq.m

SPICY MEISSEN
adapted from an exhibition text by susanne Jacob, director of the Kunstverein neuhausen arts association:  

utilizing lavish amounts of material and powerful painted and plastic actions, this environment interferes with 
the architectural space in order to transform it into a grotto-like environment. Created on site, this walk-in 
image space fulfills several functions: it is a space for actions, exhibitions and experiences that activates all 
senses.
The creative process begins with the conversion of the space with material-intensive attributions and intrusions 
into the architectural space: e.g., by wrapping the white cube to achieve a scenic effect and by removing right 
angles by applying paper webs that completely cover all walls, ceilings and windows.
By bending, folding, compressing and layering the paper strips and sweeping across the room with a 
paintbrush, the outer world and spatial coordinates are concealed. Black lines that cross the foggy or gestural 
wall paint in the form of signs, brush strokes, marks or rotating spiral shapes play a decisive role in removing 
spatial boundaries and adding dynamics to the room. densely layered lengths of carpet curled up at the sides, 
which were also integrated into the painting process, provide additional irritation and treading experience.
The soft, almost cotton-like floor absorbs and slows your movement, as in a dream state. Colorful or shrill 
neon lights let the visitor delve into a surreal, organic inner world that runs contrary to the real course of time.
The already challenging retinal and tactile ambience is enriched by the installation of several painted screens 
that are also covered in a mazy web of lines.
nooks and niches are occupied by bizarre cactuses that are acting either as sculptures or „characters“ 
(performers) while also posing as enticing traps for their victims. The growth structures and „aura“ of these 
bio-sculptures are also projected onto their environment as proliferating graphisms. The optical interaction of 
signs, patterned lines and spirals, which add to the confusion, are reminiscent of tribal art forms (compare to 
rock and cave paintings), which were a result of originally ritual actions. 
The procedure shares parallels with an archaic ritual, where an action is performed with automated (almost 
dazed) and obsessive repetitions over an extended period of time. Alternating perspectives and reference 
points are orchestrated by layering graphic structures and spatial adjustments, which can lead to the observer 
experiencing feelings of disorientation, overcrowding and deliriousness. 



PAINTING INSIDE A 
PAINTING

september 2009 - January 
2012, installation in the 
studio, research on working 
methods, Prenzlauer 
Promenade 149-151, Berlin

material and dimension:
dispersion, acrylic and 
enamel on wall, floor, ceiling, 
canvas, objects, styrofoam 
and carpets, cactuses, HAus 
VerTIgo model
2 rooms, ca 80 sq.m

PAINTING INSIDE A PAINTING

What will the paintings and objects I create in an installation of mine look like?
Can these objects and canvases transport the ideas of my painted spaces?
does my way of painting change because I work in a room that was altered by me?
Is there anything like a neutral room for painting at all?
Prior to this project, my studio rooms were always white. I have focused exclusively on what happens on the 
canvas without deliberately including the surrounding space of the studio. Therefore these questions have led 
me to this studio project, which I work on next to other specifically local projects.



HAUS VERTIGO Modell

2010, painted object / 
miniature house, hinged  
roof, front and rear facade

material and dimension:
wood and construction kit, 
dispersion, acrylic paint and 
varnish, interior and exterior 
primed white and worked 
with black spirals
corpus 85 cm x 89 x 80, 
pedestal 90 x 90 cm

HAUS VERTIGO MODELL

This miniature house with an unfolding front and back wall and attic is covered entirely with black spirals on a 
white background, both inside and outside. The Vertigo House was created as a draft for the full-scale project 
titled „The Total spiral House“, which is scheduled for completion in Zurich in 2012.



SCHWARZES HAUS WEISS

A small single-family house from the 1950s on the campus of the eTH technical university on Hönggerberg in 
Zurich was first painted all in black and then all in white.
The house was to be painted from inside and outside with the same amount of black and white paint. 
Approximately 60 architecture students of the eT Zurich were entrusted with this task. From early october 
2009, the entire surface of the house was painted in black and then, from the middle of May 2010, all in white.
After that, everybody was invited to live here and test the house.

SCHWARZES HAUS WEISS

october 2009 - July 2011 
site-specific, monochrome 
painting, eTH Hönggerberg 
campus, department of 
Architecture, building HdX, 
Zurich, switzerland

material and dimension:
black and white acrylic and 
enamel, painted and sprayed 
2-storey house with 4 rooms, 
approximately 105 sq.m living 
space
interior and exterior surface 
of the house black and then 
white coated



IN TERRA SALUS

This is a material transfer of rich fertile new topsoil earth in a whole room. The work is titled „In Terra salus“ 
(salus: health, gesundheit, well being, salvation) and thereby I drop a hint about the patterned relief on the 
neighbor‘s facade and reinterprets this with the idea fo the healing water onto her chosen material. For this 
exhibition around 3 tons of soil are layered on the floor of the smallest room in the flat of the former health 
resort Luisenbad and people are allowed to step up and walk upon it (whether they chose to keep ther shoes 
on or take them off is up to them). The soil is thickly piled and composed so that plants could be grown from 
it, this reflects that the substance of the earth as a material, offering options. The weight of the earth is equal 
to the live load and allows only a few people to test the site synchronously. After the show finishes this newly 
bought rich topsoil will be feed back to the Panke river behing the building, by bringing it down and dropping 
it on the banks of the river, for the water to lap over and absorb.

IN TERRA SALUS

June 2010, site-specific 
installation, group exhibition 
„die Panke“ curated by olivia 
reynolds, Badstrasse 35, 
Berlin-Wedding

material and dimension:
fill of 2.8 tons of humus-rich 
topsoil in a 18 sq.m room, 
4th Floor of the former spa 
building, after the exhibition 
feeding the soil into the river



ZONE

February 2008, site-specific 
installation for the solo show 
„Vertigo“, curated by sven 
schuch, FIeLd project space, 
Auguststrasse 65, Berlin

material and dimension:
dispersion and acrylic paint 
on paper, carpet and tape, 
fluorescent lighting, wood, 
plastic film and canvas
3 rooms of around 85 sq.m

ZONE
adapted from an exhibition invite text by sven schuch:

For the project VerTIgo, has developed the site-specific, installation Zone. The artist wraps the entire space 
in paper, creating an amorphous structure, which she subsequently covers with room-encompassing spirals. 
These spirals, applied with a paint brush and black paint, irritate the viewer’s sense of space and balance.
The room has lost its comprehensible form, that otherwise provides orientation. Mediated by visual perception, 
a bodily response is brought about which inevitably influences the viewer’s emotional state and is based on 
physical rules and physiological mechanisms. 
one could speak of an emotion-evoking space that causes a feedback effect which refuses any judgments 
about subject and object, inside and outside, activity and passivity, true or false.



VDSEFW: 
45% Regenwahrscheinlichkeit

What are the prerequisites for a performance? What do a specific situation, a location or uncontrollable factors 
contribute to the genesis of artistic work? How do I deal with it?
Various artists from the disciplines of performing arts, dance, literature, music and visual arts came together for 
a symposium at the Kölnischer Kunstverein arts association in order to work on questions such as these and to 
show each other their work.
The premise during the production process was to observe own processes and artistic chains of thought. I 
chose the roof terrace of the building of the arts association from the 1950s as the venue for my paintings.
The idea was to work outdoors in late october and have the rain paint with me, if possible, to endure three 
days outside and let the dreary, rainy weather influence my work. The expansive painting technique inevitably 
led to overlaps between the sphere of the painting and the real sphere. existing facilities of the institution, such 
as the smoking area with ashtrays, pictograms, signboards or the ladder leading to the flat roof remain where 
they are and are thereby integrated into the three-dimensional painting. The real space can be utilized within 
the pictural space.

VDSEFW: 45% REGEN-
WAHRSCHEINLICHKEIT

october 2008, Versuch des 
sichtbarmachens eines fehlge-
leiteten Wunderimpulses:
45% regenwahrscheinlichkeit,
site-specific installation, 
painting outdoors, roof terrace 
of Kölnischer Kunstverein, 
symposium: die Bedingungen 
der Aufführung, Kunststiftung 
nrW

material and dimension:
dispersion, acrylic and 
fluorescent paint on paper, 
carpet and tape, felt 
overshoes
30 sq.m roof terrace, 3.5 m 
wall height



RAUSGEBOXT

2007 - 2008, site-specific 
installation, work space-
making, mfa degree show, 
July 2008, Laurie grove 
Baths, goldsmiths College, 
London, uK

material and dimension:
multi-layer plywood, white 
latex paint, light gray floor 
coat
30 sq.m booth size in the 
historic bath house from 1895 
with approximately 400 sq.m 
floor space, 10 x 30 m pool 
size, pool depth of max.
2.05 m, min. 80 cm

rausgeboxt

Built in 1898, Laurie grove Baths in London is one of those very special places. Thousands of south Londoners 
have learned to swim at this public bath. It was opened as a municipal measure for civilizing the „great 
unwashed.“
For approximately 30 years, the building has been used as studio by goldsmiths College. A large wood/wall 
structure was erected over the great pool, creating 10 plywood cubicles providing workspace for approximately 
30 artists. ever since, the pool has no longer been accessible.
one day I drilled a hole into my cubicle. I wanted to go down and experience the place. After exploring the 
gigantic pool with a flashlight, I cleaned its 300 m² surface because I wanted to clear away all the dust and 
dirt accumulated over the years in order to adapt the space below to the one above.
BoXed ouT is supposed to make two spaces visible simultaneously.
A safety barrier was constructed according to the requirements of the Health & safety department.
I deposited the work created during my 2-year studies in London in the pool below and then resealed the pool.



FOR HIGER POWER

July 2007, site-specific 
installation and painting,
reich und schön müssen 
leider draussen bleiben,
FIeLd project space, Berlin

material and dimension:
fluorescent acrylic and 
dispersion on paper and 
oriental carpet neon lights
8 sq.m space

FOR HIGHER POWER

„For Higher Power“ is a place where color is experienced physically.
The bright colour of the paint dissolves perceptible from the image carrier. The spatial depth is not anymore clearly 
determinable. The most aggressive brightness and luminosity of the fluorescent color evokes body conditions and 
physical responses. The surface of the formed space is completely covered with neon red-painted acrylic up to the light 
source.


